
art fair Auntie-Freeze4 artist catalogue

1. Constantine Elijah “Observer-photographer, post-minimalist filmmaker and decent coffee 
appreciator. I’m holding the best conversation by staying quiet.” insta: @costeek

2. Glen Riches “I am an East London artist who memorialises folklore, history and myth in stained 
glass.” insta: @glen.riches 

3. Lydia Gardner “I'm an artist whose mercurial nature means I try but fail at being anything else.”    
insta: @lydiagardner1

4. Karen Turner “Art is a vehicle for social communication... Craft has a history of being a vehicle 
for social communication... I like to experiment with craft to develop my fine art practise…” 

insta: @turnerabit   www.karenturnerabit.com

5. Fleur Simon “These paintings respond to the universal feelings of claustrophobia and 
agoraphobia experienced during lockdown, visualising open and closed in spaces through this 
glossy translucent medium” insta: @fleursimonart   www.fleursimonart.com 
6. Neil Ferguson “You cannot draw air. You can only draw in air.” insta: @ferguson_neil 
7. Sue Armitage "Came to art a bit late in life; but I’m making up for lost time.” insta: @sue_armo

8. Luke Ratz “My art is simply a documentation of my imagination.” insta: @luke.ratz 
lukeratz.com

9. Richard Mittens “I am a local artist.” insta: @dickawittens 
10. Jenni Hogdson “Primarily a painter working with abstracted, ambiguous and spontaneous 
compositions to create “otherworldliness of experience.” insta: @jenniferhodgson7068 

11. Virginia Waterhouse "I start and end with colour. Fascinated by how it affects our emotions.”   
insta: @waterhousevirginia

12. Epiphany Rose Clary Weatherall “Epiphany is an artist from Essex who received her Fine Art 
degree in 2013.” insta: @epiphanyrose1991

13. Hannah Quigley “Hannah, through theatre, film and photography documents stories of 
people & places, time & things.” hannahquigley.weebly.com   twitter: @hannahquigley

14. Amy Dyer “Every work I make is devoted to perseverance, evolution and growth, both 
mentally and physically.” etsy shop: @AilithArt   insta: @Ailith_Art

15. Freya Moffat “This papier mache figure is a product of lockdown and free evening standards: 
the only thing that came into our house!” insta: @freyamoffat

16. Clare French "References the Modernist grid as a possible, default outcome of her process-
based practice." insta: @claremfrench 
17. Terry Bateman “Art and nature.” insta: @terrykitkat100

18. Polly Bennett “Polly is a landscape artist interested in “portraying the land, with the 
land.” insta: @polben.art   www.pollybennett.com 
19. Gabriel Andreu "My crying is your crying, my joy is your joy, I love you mama”. 

insta: @gabriel_andreu_   www.gabrielandreu.me

20. Eddie Howard “Dr Martens was made during the March Lockdown when shoes became 
redundant.” insta: @eddie_howard_art

21. Faye Haskins “I’m a local artist specialising in printmaking. This is part of a series of prints 
created during lockdown exploring the strength and fragility of nature, alongside the free nature of 
this process and the control of it.“  insta: @fayehaskinsartist   www.fayehaskins.com 

22. Maggie Learmonth “Landscape landmark memory experience questions moment place 
belonging narrative poetry metaphor somewhere anywhere walking serendipity.” 

insta: @maggielearmonth  
23. Lizzy Kelsey “London-based artist questioning the nature of systems of control and 
the dynamics of gender relations.” insta: @lizzykelsey
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24. Lawrence Blackman “Lawrence pursues art as an ongoing process of understanding, with 
the work representing the residue of that act. Drawings represent a moment, presented as 
collections or as wall drawings. Assembled or altered objects from every day life act as 
propositions, as an attempt to draw meaning from the surrounding world, ourselves, and our 
motivations.” insta: @lawrence_blackman

25. Fredrix Vermin “Comfort the disturbed and disturb the comfortable. Eat my pussy you sexy 
bitch.”  insta: @fredrix.vermin

26. Helen Maguire “Artist, Student, Bit of a Slag.” insta: @docmartengranny 
27. Maciej Blazejewski “The drawing is coming from my new body of work titled: remnants of 
magical thinking: a stand up comedian keeps repeating the same joke over and over again till it's 
not funny anymore thus he starts to weep. But you, please, laugh!” 

insta: @blankandvoid   maciejblazejewski.com 

28. Pat Lunch “A South East London based artist/printmaker documenting the everyday, 
unnoticed and abandoned.” insta: @pat.lunch   patlunch.co.uk

29. Pat Hayward "Love art.” insta: @pat_hayward

30. Megan Elliott “Elliott examines the myths and taboos perpetuated about womanhood and 
sexuality in her work.” insta:@meganprestonart

31. Seana Wilson “I am a mixed media artist and use collage and paint in these new works which 
respond to tumultuous times.Collage has roots in Dadaism, Feminist art and DIY Zine making 
culture. The process of cutting up images and words and reassembling  them to give new 
meaning is like giving voice to my inner monologue.” insta: @seana_wilson

32. Katya Kan "Art represents the act of seeking, assembling and immortalising beauty.” 

insta: @__katyakan__ 
33. Ninebob “Look, what you made us do open up a can off whoop ass on you!” 

insta: @nine_bob_rob 
34. Vivienne Gibbon “Artist and maker” insta: @viviennegibbon

35. Natalie Geografic “Isolationist living in the underground.” insta: @natgeoshow


SHOWREEL 
Sleep Affirmations Katie Tindle insta: @ktwindmill

Tenderfluid Liberty Antonia Sadler insta: @libertyantoniasadler www.libertyantoniasadler.com

20200428 Lawrence Blackman insta: @lawrence_blackman

Instruction to Happiness Dodie Finamore insta: @dodiefinamore

Balloon Full of Hope. Fig. 2. Constantine Elijah insta: @costeek

Material Faith: Spiritual Light Max Sargent insta: @wizzardmaster

20200426 Lawrence Blackman insta: @lawrence_blackman

Seagull Lewi Quinn insta: @lewi.xyz

A Constantine Elijah insta: @costeek

VIDEO-2020-10-04-10-49-36 Karen Turner insta: @turnerabit   www.karenturnerabit.com

Time Has Come Again Max Sargent insta: @wizzardmaster

Untitled1 Constantine Elijah insta: @costeek


LIVE ART 
Fanny Cradock insta: @theheartistnowknownasposht

Vivienne Gibbon insta: @viviennegibbon

Growing Roots insta: @estherbanting
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